Investigative analysts who work with collections of text documents connect embedded threads of evidence in order to formulate hypotheses about plans and activities of potential interest. As the number of documents and the corresponding number of concepts and entities within the documents grow larger, sense-making processes become more and more difficult for the analysts. We have developed a visual analytic system called Jigsaw that represents documents and their entities visually in order to help analysts examine them more efficiently and develop theories about potential actions more quickly. Jigsaw provides multiple coordinated views of document entities with a special emphasis on visually illustrating connections between entities across the different documents.
Introduction
Investigative analysts seek to make discoveries and uncover hidden truths from large collections of data and information. Scientists follow this process when they read research papers to learn about related efforts; news reporters perform such analyses when they investigate new stories; law enforcement and intelligence analysts carry out these kinds of investigations when they review case reports. One common element of all these analytic activities is that they are cognitively very challenging, frequently involving large collections of data and text that tax a person's memory, deduction, reasoning, and general analytic capabilities.
In the latter example above, law enforcement and intelligence, an investigative analyst gathers individual chunks of evidence that may range from incident reports filed by operatives in the field to open source news reports such as articles gathered via web searches. Often, the investigative process involves analysts pouring over large collections of evidence, reading and reviewing the documents to make connections between seemingly disparate facts, essentially 'reading between the lines' to link separate activities into a larger plot or narrative. Sometimes the connections can be clear, for instance, a particular individual mentioned in different reports. Alternatively, the connections can be more difficult to discern, for instance, approximate overlaps in time or location.
While reading documents and digesting the information therein, analysts gradually form internal mental models of the people, places, and events discussed in the documents. As the number of documents grows larger, however, it becomes increasingly difficult for an investigator to track the connections between data and make sense of it all. The sheer number of entities involved may make it very difficult for a person to form a clear understanding of the underlying concepts and relationships in the document collection.
Investigative analysis activities are a major aspect of the broader field of sense-making. 1 Sense-making has been defined as 'A motivated, continuous effort to understand connections (which can be among people, places, and events) in order to anticipate their trajectories and act effectively'. 2 Sense-making activities certainly include the types of investigations on which we focus, but they include other activities as well, for instance, deciding which digital camera to buy or which hotel in London to stay at during a vacation.
At the core of our research is a belief, shared by many others, that visual representations of data and documents can help people better examine, analyze, and understand them. For example, Norman 3 has described how visual representations can help augment people's thinking and analysis processes. Card et al. 4 refer to visuals used in this manner as 'external cognition aids. ' The objective of our research is to develop visual representations of the information within textual document and report collections in order to help analysts search, review, and understand the documents better. We seek to create interactive visualizations that will highlight and identify connections between entities in the documents where entities may be people, places, dates and organizations, for instance. Fundamentally, we want to build visual representations of the documents that help analysts browse and explore them, making sense of all the facts and information contained therein.
Our goal is not to replace the documents, however. We firmly believe that analysts must carefully read documents to best understand them. What we seek to provide is a type of interactive visual index onto the documents, a visual analytic system 5, 6 that connects and links entities discussed therein and thus guides analysts toward the documents to read next. Furthermore, the interactive visualizations should provide representations that assist analysts in building accurate and informative conceptual models of the underlying themes, plots, and stories embedded in the document collection. In our experience, investigative analysts have expressed a reluctance to use 'black-box' systems; they instead prefer a more transparent explorative method. Our approach is decidedly human-centered but is augmented with analytic support; we want to design an easy-to-use system that puts the analyst in charge.
Pirolli and Card 7 performed a cognitive task analysis of intelligence analysts and their work that resulted in a notional model of the intelligence analysis process. Their model is organized around two major activity loops, foraging and sense-making. Our work touches on both loops, helping analysts to choose useful documents to examine next and also to develop schema and hypotheses that fit the available evidence. Pirolli and Card identify several leverage/pain points particularly in need of assistance within analytic processes. Two, in particular, that our work addresses involve (1) the cost structure of scanning and selecting items for further attention and (2) analysts' span of attention for evidence and hypotheses. They comment on the two leverage points, respectively: 'Our analysts spent considerable time scanning data seeking relevant entities (names, numbers, locations, etc. To address such objectives, we have designed a suite of interactive visualizations and built a prototype system called Jigsaw that implements the visualizations as separate views onto a (text) document collection. The views are connected so that actions within one view can be reflected in the others. We named the system Jigsaw because we think of all the different entities and facts in a document collection as the pieces of a puzzle. The Jigsaw system should help an analyst 'put the pieces together. ' Our research adopts Pirolli and Card's 7 conceptual model of intelligence analysis. We also draw upon the work of Heuer 8 and Johnston 9 to help understand the processes and practices of analysts. Furthermore, our own earlier research on task analysis for information visualization 10, 11 and on the importance and use of interaction in information visualization 12 directly influences the design of Jigsaw.
This article is an expanded and updated version of a paper 13 presented at the VAST 2007 Symposium. In the next section, we provide more details about the types of documents that are the focus of analysis in Jigsaw. We also describe the importance of identifying the different types of entities in a document since these entities serve as the primary basis for the visualizations. The System Description section reviews the Jigsaw system in detail, its underlying data structures, system architecture, event messaging, and each of the different views. In the subsequent section we provide a short example scenario of use to better help the reader understand how the system functions. A video that demonstrates the scenario actions is available on the Jigsaw website. 14 In the VAST 2007 Contest section we describe our experience about participating in the VAST 2007 Contest. In the next section we outline other, more general sense-making domains, Jigsaw could be applied in. The paper concludes with a discussion of related work and a list of ongoing and future efforts planned for the system.
Analyzing documents
The target artifact of our study is a textual document describing a set of facts or observations from the domain of interest. We assume that the documents will be in a natural language, loose narrative format, and will be about 1-6 paragraphs. While our visualization techniques still operate for larger documents, pragmatically the techniques become less useful as the document size increases because the higher number of entities per document swamps the display. Our intended target is a smaller document with a few nuggets of information contained therein. News stories and case reports are good examples of the type of document we focus on, and this type of document is often the focus of analysts in law enforcement or intelligence. 5, 15 Analysis can draw on data from varied and distributed sources. The distributed nature of information leads to heterogeneity across the documents in terms of topic, authors, content, style, date, and so on. Furthermore, different reports will contain information that is unclear, confusing, or even contradictory. Organizational tools have to consider both the complexity of the information and the analysis task.
Below is an example document, taken from the VAST 2007 Conference Contest, 16 that provides a flavor of the types of documents on which we are focusing. A large number of different events, items, themes, and stories can be embedded throughout a collection of thousands or even just hundreds of such reports.
Report 20040510-4_16: May 14, 2004
VANCOUVER, British Columbia --A Canadian immigration panel is considering whether accused environmental saboteur Tre Arrow can apply for refugee status in Canada.
Arrow, 30, who is wanted for fire bombing logging and cement trucks in Oregon, asked the Canadian authorities to remain in Canada as a political refugee at a hearing in Vancouver on Tuesday.
A key issue will be whether Arrow is affiliated with a terrorist group, which would immediately disqualify him from receiving refugee status in Canada, authorities said.
The Immigration and Refugee Board is scheduled to decide by May 31 whether Arrow is affiliated with the Earth Liberation Front, a group the FBI considers a terrorist organization responsible for scores of attacks on property over the past dozen years.
Each document in the collection includes a number of facts and refers to people, places, objects, dates, actions, and so on. Individual documents are relatively focused, however, and typically describe a particular event or occurrence. So, one may think of each document as presenting a small bit of evidence. Thus, investigative analysis in our context is the process of connecting a series of individual bits of evidence to construct a larger, broader story or narrative. It is about understanding how the individual events and entities referred to in the documents relate to each other and, when composed together, reveal a larger plot.
For instance, consider police investigators who have a large collection of case reports. Suppose that one report describes a crime in which a blue Ford car was seen fleeing from the scene. Investigators may wonder if other case reports mention a blue Ford, and if so, what related activities are mentioned in those reports. Suppose that another such report exists and it describes a known criminal who used a blue Ford in a recent theft. Investigators might extend their search to examine activities of this individual, places he has been, known accomplices, and so on, keeping a careful watch for unexpected, serendipitous connections and coincidences that arise (and are not initially uncovered by a simple 'blue Ford' search). Ultimately, investigators are likely seeking to uncover larger criminal plans and threats in order to either thwart planned crimes before they occur or to apprehend the criminals being sought.
While other well-known systems such as IN-SPIRE 17 focus mainly on themes or concepts across document collections, the primary unit of analysis from documents for Jigsaw is an entity. Within any document one can identify a set of entities. Example entity types include person, place, date, organization, time, and money. Jigsaw allows any type of entity to be included in the analysis.
The goal of the Jigsaw system is to highlight and communicate connections and relationships between entities across a document collection. We believe that these connections, when assimilated, help to provide the analyst with a better global understanding of the broader themes and plans hinted at by the particular events and facts documented in the reports.
Obviously, an initial requirement for Jigsaw is to identify and extract the entities from each document and, ideally, store them in a format that allows easier analysis and manipulation. Named entity identification, however, is not the focus of our work, but it is a process that has been studied extensively. 18, 19 We presently incorporate software from the ANNIE package of the GATE system 20 into Jigsaw to perform entity identification and we allow the analyst to manually identify or correct the identification of entities too. Alternative free and commercial entity identification systems also exist, such as Balie, 21 FreeLing, 22 Connexor, 23 and Cicero. 24 We chose GATE because it is open source and built in the Java programming language as is Jigsaw.
Further automated analysis of the document text could be performed as well. For instance, algorithms determining the content of documents with respect to frame analysis and social movement theory exist, 25 26 We have altered some of the names and other entities from the already fabricated documents of that exercise for further anonymization.
System description

Overview
Jigsaw provides an analyst with multiple perspectives on a document collection. The system's primary focus is on displaying connections between entities across the documents and providing a type of visual index onto the document collection. We use a simple and easy-to-understand model of entity 'connection': two entities are connected if they appear in one or more documents together. Other, more semantically rich models of connection could be incorporated into Jigsaw as well.
Jigsaw presents information about documents and entities through multiple distinct visualizations, called views. Each view provides a different perspective onto the data. The views, which are discussed in more detail in the following subsections, include:
• a List View containing multiple reorderable lists of entities in which connections between entities are shown by coloring related entities and drawing links between them, multiple sorting options are available; • a Graph View displaying connections between entities and documents in a node-link diagram, allowing analysts to dynamically explore the documents by showing and hiding links and nodes; • a Scatter Plot View highlighting pairwise relationships between any two entity types and supporting focus on a specific subset of the displayed entities using range sliders; • a Document View displaying the original text document with highlighted entities, showing how often a document already has been viewed, and supporting entity modification; • a Calendar View providing an overview of the documents and the entities within them according to the publication date of the document; • a Document Cluster View representing all documents in the collection and providing manual and automated commands to partition the documents in meaningful clusters; • a Shoebox supporting the analyst in the evidence marshalling process, providing functionality to build hypotheses and organize collected evidence.
The views implement two different perspectives on the document collection. The Scatter Plot View, the Document View, and the Document Cluster View are document based: documents are units of interaction and entities such as place or person are only shown in the context of a document. The List View, the Graph View, and the Calendar View, on the other hand, explicitly present entities as well as documents as units of interaction.
While designing the Jigsaw system we focused on keeping the user interface as easy to use as possible. The most common operations are available by single and double mouse clicks. A single click selects an item, a double click expands an item. More specifically, expanding a document shows all its contained entities and expanding an entity shows all the documents in which it can be found. Each of the views handles the two events differently and provides its own style of visual feedback. Other advanced operations, such as displaying items in other views or removing items from a view, are available in a right click-initiated pop-up menu.
User interaction with one view is translated to an event and communicated to all other views which then update themselves appropriately. Through such communication, different aspects of the documents can be examined simultaneously under different perspectives. For each view, users can turn on and off event receipt depending upon whether they want the view to stay synchronized with the most recent interactions in other views (the satellite dish icon in the right upper corner of each view displays its event receiving state). Users can create multiple instances of each view type and clone existing views as well. This capability allows a view to be frozen at an interesting state (event receipt turned off) while a new version of that view continues to receive events and update its state. Additionally, the user can bookmark a view which saves the current state of the view so that it can be returned to later in the investigative process. This operation provides a first step for asynchronous collaboration using Jigsaw: via bookmarks analysts can save and exchange views that document important states during an investigation.
Owing to the large amount of screen real estate required to display its views, Jigsaw ideally should be used on a computer with multiple and/or high-resolution monitors. We run the system on a computer with four 
System architecture and infrastructure
Jigsaw is written in Java and adopts a model-viewcontroller architecture that separates the data (model) and user interface (view) components. Jigsaw creates objects for all documents and extracted entities and stores them in a general data structure model -the entities are tagged by their respective category name and bundled per document. This data structure is encapsulated in a class that provides an interface for the different view classes to call and retrieve entity-document information in order to build visualizations.
A controller class coordinates event communication from and to the views. Messages dispatched by views first go to the controller which then forwards the message to all receiving views. (Recall that each view provides a button to enable/disable event receiving.) A number of different event types exist: select, display, expand, remove, entitymodification, and add-to-Shoebox. A select event occurs when a user selects either an entity or a document in a view -such a selection is usually performed by a mouse click on the object. As feedback, the entity or document changes color or is highlighted visually. A display event occurs when a user explicitly indicates that an entity or a document should be displayed in all views where it is not currently visible. Users can initiate display events by performing a particular mouse gesture or by issuing a search query. An expand event is usually performed by a double click on an item and the views display the items connected to the one that was expanded. The remaining events occur when a user performs the corresponding command in the pop-up menu and the views update their state accordingly to the chosen command.
The Jigsaw Control Panel, shown in Figure 2 (A), provides a variety of menu commands for use in the system. The active project (consisting of the document collection and the identified entities) and the workspace (consisting of all views that are currently open) can be saved and restored. New sources can be imported and added to the current or to a new project. Entities are extracted from the sources during the import process. Currently, Jigsaw can import plain text files or xml files with already identified entities. We plan to implement more filters to import webpages as well as pdf and Word documents.
The Control Panel also shows the color coding scheme for the available entity types and it provides a query interface for users to search for any entity as well as any string mentioned in the documents. When a query is issued, either the matching entities and/or the documents containing that string return as a result, and a display event is dispatched to the receiving views telling them to show the result(s). Finally, the Control Panel allows the user to instantiate the different views.
List View
The List View, illustrated in Figure 2 (B), shows connections between sets of entities. The view consists of a number of lists, and each list shows entities of one specific type. The user can add and remove lists as desired -the number of lists is pragmatically constrained only by the horizontal space in the view. Once a list is displayed, a selection box at the top allows the user to change the entity type shown in that list. Thus, even the same type of entity can be placed side by side in the view; when investigating a social network, for example, it is useful to have two person lists side by side. The List View shown in Figure 2 (B) contains three entity lists: places, persons, and organizations.
Selected entities are highlighted in bright yellow and all connected entities in all lists are highlighted in a shade of orange. The brightness of the highlighting on a connected entity indicates the strength of the connection: if the two appear together in only one document, a light orange is used, but if the two appear together in multiple documents, an increasingly dark orange is used as the number of co-appearances rises. Furthermore, the view draws lines between connected entities in adjacent lists to indicate the connection even further. In Figure 2 (B), two entities are selected and highlighted in yellow: 'saboteur Tre Arrow' in the person list and the 'Immigration and Refugee Board' in the organization list.
The items in a list can be sorted either alphabetically, by the strength of the connection, or by the frequency of appearance in different documents in the document collection. This appearance frequency for an entity is represented by a small bar at the left end of each item in the list. In Figure 2 (B), the organization list is sorted by frequency, the two other lists are sorted alphabetically. For some tasks it is useful to consider all entities of a specific type, for example to find out what place has the highest frequency in a document collection. The button 'Add all' allows the user to add all entities of the selected type to a list. If a list of entities is too long for all the items to fit in the view, scrollbars appear to aid navigation. In this situation, many connected items may not be visible in the view. Thus, the List View also provides a mode in which all selected and connected entities are automatically moved to the top of the list.
Graph View
The Graph View, illustrated in Figure 2 (C), represents documents and their entities in a traditional node-link graph/network visualization common in many other systems. Entities are depicted as labeled circles colored according to their type. Documents are represented as white rectangles. The edges from documents to the entities they contain are shown as well.
Following the query-based exploration approach of Jigsaw, the Graph View does not automatically draw all the documents and entities as one large network. We thought that a layout of such a large network would be overwhelming and difficult to understand, and thus would not be as helpful to the analyst in our context. Instead, Jigsaw's view is incremental. Display events (triggered from a query or another view) place documents and entities on the display, and then mouse clicks on items can expand or collapse their connections.
The view uses a simple layout algorithm. Both documents and individual entity nodes are randomly positioned in the plane when they are first shown. When a document is being expanded all its entities are displayed as a group, and are drawn at random positions in a small circle around the document like satellites orbiting a planet. When an entity is being expanded, all the documents in which it occurs are displayed in a bigger circle around the entity to create some space for further expansion of those documents. If documents or entities are positioned outside of the visible screen area, the view automatically pans and zooms to make sure that all items are visible.
We have found that this simple layout provides reasonable drawings for Jigsaw's needs. In addition, the user can click on any entity or document and drag it to a new location. To ease this manual re-layout process, dragging a document or an entity while holding down the SHIFTkey also moves all its connected items along.
The entities-as-satellites graph visualization provides another important connections view in Jigsaw since the user can see all the different entities mentioned in a document together. Furthermore, the visualization shows an entity mentioned in multiple documents via the lines drawn from the different documents to that entity. We have found the view to be useful in an interactive exploration mode -the analyst displays an initial document or entity, then expands the item to reveal its relations, and expands one of those items to reveal more, and so on. This type of interaction alternately reveals documents and connected entities.
Multiple nodes can be selected via CTRL-key clicks or by rubber-banding a rectangular or circular selection region. A small plus sign marks nodes that are not fully expanded. The system also provides an inverse selection operation that toggles the selected/unselected state of each node. Other commands allow node(s) to be hidden (they retain the same position if they are subsequently shown again), different types of entities to be filtered from the display, and edges or labels to be removed.
To ease navigation, zooming and panning is implemented through mouse wheel interactions. In addition, the Graph View also provides a 'Circular Layout' command that repositions all the visible documents equidistant around a large circle in the view. Entities connecting to only one document are drawn near that document, but outside the circle. Entities connecting to more than one document are drawn inside the circle. Thus, the set of entities easily noticeable inside the circle represents a more highly connected network of entities that may be related in important ways and likely should be examined more closely. Figure 5 in the section 'Other Application Domains' illustrates the circular layout approach.
Scatter Plot View
The Scatter Plot View, as shown in Figure 2(D) , highlights pairwise connections between entities and shows the documents containing the coincidences through a pseudo Starfield display. 27 The user specifies, through a selection box on each axis, the entity type to be placed on that axis. All entity names of that type that have been displayed by queries or display events from other views are then (logically) listed along the axis -in chronological order for dates and in alphabetical order for other entities. If entities from each of the two axes appear together in a document, a diamond is drawn in the view at the conjunction of the two entity's positions along the respective axes. Since a document can contain more than one entity of the same type, multiple visual representations (diamonds) of the same document can appear together in the view at the same time. When moving the mouse over a document, all instances of that document in the view are highlighted. The user can also mark a document with a specific color. This mark will be applied to the document even if the user changes entity types on the axes, thus allowing the user to follow it across other entity-type investigations.
Representative entity labels are drawn in a readable font size at equally spaced intervals along each axis to help the viewer. However, it is likely that many more entities exist in each category than can be shown this way. The view displays these other labels in a tiny illegible font size to provide a hint about the quantity of labels missing. When the user moves the mouse pointer over an entity name, the scatter plot magnifies that item to be readable.
With a large set of entities displayed on the axes, the display area can become cluttered with many diamonds representing relevant documents. To address that problem and help the viewer focus on sets of entities, the Scatter Plot View provides range sliders on each axis so that the viewer can zoom in on a segment of the axis. The view then updates to only show documents containing entities in that smaller range. We have found this capability particularly useful when dates are shown on an axis as a type of time-series view. The viewer can narrow the display to focus on a small interval of time.
Document View
Reading and understanding the actual text documents is a crucial part of an investigative process. To facilitate this need, Jigsaw includes a textual Document View as shown in Figure 3(A) . Multiple documents can be stored in one Document View -they are organized in a list at the left border and the user can select a particular document to be displayed. All the entities in the document are highlighted in colors consistent with the color coding of the entity types. The tag cloud at the top of the view describes the contents of the marked documents in the document list.
Documents that already have been viewed are colored blue in the list of available documents and a number at the left side of their list entry shows how often they have been viewed. The list of available documents can be sorted either, alphabetically, by view-count, or it can represent The automated entity identification process in Jigsaw typically is not perfect. Some entities may not be identified at all, some may have an incorrect entity type assigned, and some identified simply may not be entities. The Document View provides functionality to correct such errors. Identified entities can easily be removed or their assigned type changed to another existing type or to a new entity type by right clicking on the identified entity and selecting the relevant command from a pop-up menu. If an entity was missed during the identification process, it can be interactively designated as an entity by selecting the text and assigning an entity type. All these operations to modify entities can be applied to a single document or across all documents in the collection. This allows the user to make local corrections (e.g. the entity 'Paris' is always identified as a location but in one document it is a name) as well as global changes ('BMW' is not identified as an entity and should be added as a new entity type 'car' in all documents).
Calendar View
The Calendar View, shown in Figure 3(B) , presents different documents and entities from the data set in the context of a familiar calendar showing years, months, weeks, and days. The small diamond items drawn on a particular day represent documents (colored gray) or entities (colored according to its type) in the context of the date(s) noted in documents in which they appear. When the number of items associated with a day is too large to draw them all in that region, a number is drawn indicating how many others appear on that day but are not shown. As the user moves the mouse over that day, a larger rectangle pops up and shows all the items. When the user moves the mouse pointer over a documentrepresentation diamond drawn in the calendar, all the entities appearing in that document are shown on the left.
The Calendar View is particularly useful to explore patterns over time that are not visible by examining connections within documents. For example, if Peter is dropping off packages on Mondays (mentioned in one document) and Mary is picking up packages on Tuesdays (mentioned in another document) there exists a potential connection between Peter and Mary even though they are never mentioned together in one document. The Calendar View can reveal these types of connections by visualizing the time pattern.
Document Cluster View
The Document Cluster View, shown in Figure 3(C) , represents all the documents in the collection, or some subset of the documents, as rectangles. The user can drag individual documents or collections of documents to create different clusters. In addition, all queries and display events triggered by other views are stored in a list of filters (the top left tree in the view) and the user can apply those filters to partition the collection of rectangles into different clusters. In Figure 3 (C) the user displayed different places and then clustered the document collection according to those display events. The user can also highlight the documents viewed or not viewed so far, or all the documents that either include or do not include some entity (using the document/entity tree at the bottom left in the view).
The Document Cluster View is helpful to gain an overview of the document collection, to organize the documents according to keywords, to decide what documents could be relevant for a specific task and should be inspected, and what documents are not relevant and should be removed from the document collection.
Shoebox
The Shoebox, shown in Figure 3(D) , is not really a document/entity view. Instead, it provides rudimentary evidence marshalling support. The analyst can add relevant entities and documents from other views to the Shoebox; they appear first in the 'inbox-area' on the left side of the Shoebox. These added items can be distributed across different layers, combined to groups or hypotheses and linked together to form sentences. It is also possible to integrate hyperlinks to bookmarks of other views. Provided with these basic functions, the analyst can organize the collected evidence. These sense-making artifacts support the analyst's thinking process in a visual way and begin to provide marshalling support as exhibited by other systems. [28] [29] [30] [31] 
Scenario
In this section we walk through an analysis scenario with a fictional data set to demonstrate more specifically how Jigsaw supports an analyst. The Jigsaw website 14 provides a video that demonstrates the scenario actions.
Suppose that an analyst received information regarding a suspicious person named Michael Jones. To learn more about him, the analyst starts Jigsaw, opens the data set, displays the List View, selects Person as the entity to be shown in the left list, adds all person entities to the list, and sorts the list by frequency. Michael Jones appears at the second position and the long bar next to the name indicates that he is mentioned in a number of documents. In order to explore people associated with Jones, the analyst places Person entities in the second list as well and moves the people associated with Jones to the top. The color mappings imply that Martin Clark has the strongest connection to Jones since his name is colored in a dark shade of orange (see Figure 4(A) ).
To verify this connection the analyst examines the Document View to read the documents about Michael Jones. He is mentioned together with Martin Clark in two documents (FBI_11 and FBI_35) and thus the connection seems plausible.
The analyst returns to the List View, selects both Clark and Jones, and puts Organization entities into a third list which reveals that both men have connections to the same organizations. The Revolution Now Scholarship Fund has the strongest connections of any organization, so the analyst continues the exploration on it.
The Document View shows two documents mentioning the Scholarship Fund. Report FBI_35 mentions that Michael Jones donated $48,000 to the fund on the stipulation that the donation be equally split among six students, Martin Clark being one of them. The analyst also notes that the six students form three pairs -where students in each pair live close to each other. This raises suspicions that the students might be collaborating.
Proceeding, the analyst brings up the three documents about Martin Clark and William Brown (who both live in Virginia) by displaying them in the List View. Two of the documents were already encountered in this investigation and the third, FBI_41 (see Figure 4(B) ), states that a month ago Clark and Brown took a cruise together from Hampton to Kingston, Jamaica. Furthermore, both are again on this cruise right now. The document also says that two other scholarship recipients, Thomas Taylor and Robert Johnson, took a cruise together from New York City to Montego Bay last month and they are also currently on this cruise again. Now, to gain a deeper understanding of the connections between the people and places, the analyst examines report FBI_41 in the Graph View. After expanding the node for the report and filtering out the date entities, the analyst expands the nodes representing Kingston and Montego Bay. The view reveals that both are connected to three document nodes: FBI_14, CIA_10, and NSA_6. The analyst selects and reads these documents in the Document View.
All three documents mention the person Daniel Harris who works in Montego Bay. The analyst issues a query on Harris, showing the man's entity in the Graph View. She expands his node and connections to seven more documents show up (see Figure 4(C) ). Upon reading these documents, the analyst learns that Harris traveled from Montego Bay to Kingston on 1 December and passed a package to a person named Edward Thompson.
The analyst concludes the investigation hypothesizing that suspicious activities are planned involving some of these individuals traveling on cruise ships in the Caribbean and with potential packages of interest. The analyst suggests that further investigation be conducted focusing on Daniel Harris and related activities.
VAST 2007 contest
We participated in the VAST 2007 Contest 16 using Jigsaw as an analytic aid, and we won the university division of the competition. 32, 33 While working on our contest entry, we learned a great deal about how to effectively use the system, we fixed usability problems, and we implemented more functionality that was useful for specific tasks. The system matured quite a bit during that process. One key finding was that it is crucial for Jigsaw to have correctly identified entities since they define the connections across the documents. If entities are missed or wrongly identified, connections are missing or misleading. We added the entity modification functionality to the Document View to address that important problem.
We also were invited to participate in a special live contest at the conference. We worked with a professional analyst on a smaller data set using Jigsaw. Feedback from the analyst was very beneficial. He enjoyed working with Jigsaw, in particular the circular layout function of the Graph View, since it facilitates the visual exploration process and shows at a glance what entities a set of documents has in common. Some other points for improving Jigsaw's capabilities arose as well: adding a view to visualize geographic information and providing better support to build a timeline in the Shoebox would be helpful for an analyst.
Other application domains
So far, we have concentrated on applying Jigsaw in domains like intelligence and law enforcement but we can envision using it in a more general sense-making process and in other domain areas as well.
We already applied Jigsaw to explore connections between people, places, and organizations in the Bible. We built a set of documents by dividing the Bible into its chapters, imported that data set into Jigsaw, and investigated the connections. The Graph View in Figure 5 shows the social network of 'Cain' and 'Abel' as a circular layout along with places mentioned in chapters in which they appear.
One area that seems well-matched to Jigsaw's capabilities is academic research involving journal and conference papers. People new to a discipline may want to learn about the important researchers and papers in the area. Existing tools like PaperLens 34 address such scenarios already but trails of connected articles are not so easy to follow. In Jigsaw we can use metadata of papers such as authors, institutions, categories, etc., as entity types and then visualize and explore connections between these entities. A second scenario is to define entity types relevant for a specific research area. For example, in biology papers about research on genes, the different genes could map to a set of entities and biologists could benefit by learning about connections of genes across all relevant publications.
Another possibility would be to use Jigsaw to explore online articles such as web news reports or blogs on topics like political debates. Using the import mechanism of Jigsaw, a lay user could build a set of loosely related documents about a particular topic or person (retrieved using a search engine), and then use Jigsaw to find connections between entities among the documents. That would help to filter the collection to a smaller number of documents for careful reading.
In another paper 35 we discuss in more detail how to use Jigsaw in a human-centered sense-making process using visual exploration.
Related work
A growing number of research and commercial systems are using visualization and visual analytic techniques to help support investigative analysis.
Analyst's Notebook from i2 Inc. 36 provides a semantic graph visualization to assist analysts with investigations. Nodes in the graph are entities of semantic data types such as person, event, organization, bank account, etc. While the system can import text files and do automatic layout, its primary application appears to be helping analysts in manually creating and refining case charts.
Oculus Info Inc. provides a suite of systems for different aspects of investigative analysis. GeoTime 37 visualizes the spatial inter-connectedness of information over time overlaid onto a geographical substrate. It uses an interactive 3D view to visualize and track events, objects, and activities both temporally and geospatially. TRIST 38 allows analysts to formulate, refine, organize and execute queries over large document collections. Its user interface is a multi-pane view that provides different perspectives on search results including clustering, trend analysis, comparisons, and difference. Information retrieved through TRIST then can be loaded into the SANDBOX system, 31 an analytical sense-making environment that helps to sort, organize, and analyze large amounts of data. The system's goal is to amplify human's insights with computational linguistic, analytical functions, and by encouraging the analyst to make thinking more explicit. The system offers interactive visualization techniques including gestures for placing, moving, and grouping information, as well as templates for building visual models of information and visual assessment of evidence. An evaluation experiment of the SANDBOX system showed that analysts using the system did higher quality analysis in less time than using standard tools. Jigsaw provides a different style of visual representation of document entity data to analysts; TRIST and SANDBOX provide more authoring and organizational infrastructure.
The COPLINK system 15, 39 and related suite of tools was developed to help law enforcement officials more easily extract information from police case reports and analyze criminal networks. The system uses data mining techniques to set up a concept space of entities and objects that can be searched to find related items. Visualization support consists of a hyperbolic tree view and a springembedder graph layout of relevant entities. Jigsaw's Graph View shares the exploratory sense of the hyperbolic tree but does it for a connected graph. Beyond that, Jigsaw provides a more varied suite of visualizations of documents and their entities, but it does not presently include the sophisticated mining and analytic capabilities of COPLINK.
IN-SPIRE 17 is a system for exploring textual data in document collections and it has been used extensively for intelligence analysis. 40 The system generates a 'topical landscape', either through a 3D surface plot or a galaxy-style view, that supports queries, provides the possibility to analyze trends over time, and allows analysts to discover hidden information relationships among documents. Its goal is to identify and communicate the different topics and themes, and then allow the analyst to inspect the documents more deeply through interactive analysis. Jigsaw differs in its focus on exploring relationships among the entities in documents.
ENTITY WORKSPACE 28 is a tool to amplify the usefulness of a traditional evidence file that is widely used by analysts to keep track of facts. It provides an explicit model of important entities to help the analyst to find and re-find facts rapidly, discover connections and identify important documents and entities to continue the exploration. The system is just one of a suite of tools from PARC directed at assisting sense-making. 41 The two systems probably closest to our work, KANI and ProSPECT, come from PNNL. KANI, 29 like Jigsaw focuses on visualizing entities from textual documents. KANI has two main views, a document viewer that highlights entities and their selected relationships and a graph view that shows different entities connected in a node-link structure. The system provides extensive filtering capabilities to the analyst and includes automated associate components that help with activities like hypothesis refinement and assumption testing. Jigsaw goes beyond KANI in the variety and style of the interactive visualizations provided, but KANI has a more complete infrastructure for supporting reasoning and hypothesis formulation.
Sanfillipo and colleagues at PNNL 30, 42 created the ProSPECT system that extracts scenario information from unstructured intelligence data sources. Their system was built to provide multiple views on multiple monitors as does Jigsaw. More specifically, they provide three main views or spaces: a source space for collecting documents and sources; a marshalling space for examining evidence and reasoning; an analysis space for constructing hypotheses. ProSPECT performs language analysis and uses ontologies to facilitate reasoning, and it supports analysts to put confidence levels on evidence and hypotheses. Jigsaw provides a richer set of document and entity views, with a focus on entity connection, than does ProSPECT, but the source intake and hypothesis exploration facilities of ProSPECT go beyond what Jigsaw currently provides.
Our approach differs primarily from that of the systems described above in its focus on visually representing connections and relationships between entities in document collections. We advocate a multitude of data views with simple, consistent user interactions for promoting fast exploration and discovery. Furthermore, Jigsaw provides a system model where user interaction is a firstclass object, helping to expose the entity connections, and providing for easier extensions to new styles of views.
Discussion and future directions
While Jigsaw provides a number of capabilities that we believe will be useful for investigative analysis, our work has only begun to scratch the surface of what is possible in this area. Numerous avenues of research and extensions to the system are possible in future work. In fact, we have many already underway.
Because the system has yet to be rigorously evaluated, that is an obvious next step. We have conducted initial usability assessments of the individual system views to improve each's effectiveness and we are presently conducting studies to compare groups of people (in this case, graduate students) performing document analysis both with and without Jigsaw present. Obviously, trial use of the system and evaluation by professional analysts is a key future action to understand Jigsaw's strengths and weaknesses and to reflect on its utility. Our use of the system in the VAST 2007 Contest provides at least a little empirical evidence that it is useful in the kinds of investigative scenarios exemplified by the contest.
Jigsaw currently does not 'start cold' well. By this, we mean that Jigsaw does not provide an overview of the key themes and trends across a document collection to help an analyst begin exploration as is done well by, for instance, the IN-SPIRE 17 system. Jigsaw is more useful when an analyst has a few target entities of interest and begins an investigation exploring them. The document analysis and clustering capabilities of IN-SPIRE recently have been exported into web services, however, and we are planning to incorporate these capabilities into Jigsaw. Additionally, we are exploring more 'discount' methods of providing topical overviews and key themes in the documents such as the present use of tag clouds to present important words used in and across the documents.
Presently, Jigsaw provides a higher level of visualization support than automated analytic support. In an idealized visual analytics system, these two aspects are each deeply present and they are blended seamlessly. As discussed earlier in the article, enhancing the computational linguistic support of the system could provide powerful new capabilities. Furthermore, analytic techniques from the link analysis community could provide more sophisticated graph analytic capabilities to Jigsaw.
Jigsaw has been used to examine document collections numbering in the thousands and we believe that it could handle collections in the tens of thousands reasonably well, but much larger document collections clearly may be arise, particularly if web searches are performed. Scalability is always an issue in any kind of visual analytic system. In order to address larger collections, we have considered notions such as a document 'holding area' where documents are available for analysis but not fully integrated into the system views yet. Analysts should be able to fluidly add and dismiss documents without affecting system performance or utility.
Jigsaw's model of entity connection being calculated at the document level is both simple and useful, but as document sizes increase, this model becomes less accurate and informative. We plan to adopt a more fine-grained model by classifying connections according to their locality: entities are loosely connected if they appear in the same document, they are moderately connected if they appear in the same paragraph, and they are strongly connected if they appear in the same sentence. Determining entity connections on a semantic level much like that done by Sanfilippo 30 may be needed in order to facilitate analysis on larger documents.
Our use of the system has suggested the need for a dedicated geospatial view. The GeoTime system 37 provides a good example here. In sample analysis sessions, we have noted the absence of explicit views supporting geolocation-related analysis. Of course, adding even more types of views raises issues concerning the multiplicity of views -could an abundance of representations overwhelm analysts rather than assist them? How many different kinds of views can profitably be used together?
Unstructured text documents are currently the analytic focus of Jigsaw, but many other types of data and evidence exist. For instance, structured data (often in the form of spreadsheets or databases) might include air travel records, vehicle registrations, bank account transactions, immigration records, cargo container logs, etc. By expanding our system to also read structured data, we believe that its analytic capabilities will be greatly amplified. The key research question here is how to integrate structured data with the current document and entity (type) model of Jigsaw. How are rows and columns (objects and attributes) interpreted? Analysts should not be forced to specify the mapping of each field of a database to add its data to an investigation.
In the views presented by Jigsaw, entity connections to documents and other entities are taken as facts or truth, as is commonly done in visualization. 43 System views illustrate these connections using the straightforward model of connection employed now. We have learned through informal discussions with investigative analysts that reports often may come from sources with varying levels of reliability or the reliability of a document simply may not be known. Furthermore, reports may describe events that are uncertain.
For instance, a police report may come from a source that is unreliable, thus raising questions about the activities described in the report. Alternatively, intelligence reports may include language such as 'It is probable that. . .', 'We believe that. . .', or 'There is little chance that. . . ' . Clearly, to analyze reports like these, relatively sophisticated linguistic analysis is needed and even then, determining the probability of the event is challenging and debatable. 8 Such analysis is not our expertise nor is it a focus of our work, but other researchers do address issues like these. A future challenge for us is to develop representations of the uncertainty and reliability of document information.
Amplifying Jigsaw's support for collaborative analysis is another potential future direction. Our experience working with the system has shown that two analysts can work effectively together at one local machine if sufficient screen space is available, for example, as exists in our lab configuration shown in Figure 1 . If more than two analysts collaborate, even this configuration becomes too restrictive as the bottleneck of only one keyboard and mouse surfaces. Other information visualization researchers have proposed different approaches for scenarios like these. One involves a multi-touch table top computer where multiple people can interact with the display at the same time. 44 This approach has the disadvantage that the types of interactions presently supported are restricted. An alternative approach would be to use a large, hi-resolution wall-style display 45 with personal interaction devices for each analyst. Furthermore, Jigsaw could support distributed synchronous collaboration so that multiple analysts at different locations could work together on an investigation. Jigsaw's system architecture and event passing actually makes this type of collaborative scenario relatively feasible without extensive work.
Trial exposure to and use of the system by professional analysts uncovered a desire for better review capabilities of the investigation state and history. Because investigations often involve a large amount of data and can be carried out over weeks, months, or even years, it is crucial for analysts to know what part of the data they already have or have not considered and when data first became available. For instance, analysts may have elaborated a hypothesis but then new evidence is found that refutes this hypothesis. Similarly, a particular angle of investigation may not prove fruitful, so the analyst needs to back up and resume exploration from some earlier state. The need for better tools to augment the process of documenting and presenting the results of analysis, socalled production, presentation, and dissemination, has been identified. 5 Views in Jigsaw can be bookmarked and linked in evidence marshalling, but better support for annotation to provide visual summaries of the evidence used to reach actionable conclusions is needed.
Finally, one could use capabilities like those in Jigsaw as a general-purpose means to explore search engine results. An environment incorporating a powerful search engine and Jigsaw's exploration facilities could be a helpful sense-making aid.
Conclusion
Every day investigative analysts are faced with the challenging task of assessing and making sense of large bodies of information. Technological aids that promote data exploration and augment investigators' analytical reasoning capabilities hold promise as one way of assisting analysis activities. 5, 31, 41 In a workshop of intelligence analysis professionals, 46 Herein we present Jigsaw, a system designed to assist analysts with foraging and sense-making activities across collections of textual reports in just this manner. Jigsaw presents a suite of views that highlight connections between entities within the reports. Through interactive exploration, analysts are able to browse the entities and connections to help form mental models about the plans and activities suggested by the report data.
Jigsaw is not a substitute for careful analysis of the reports, however. Instead, it acts as a visual index that presents entity relations and links in forms that are more easily perceived, thus suggesting relevant reports to examine next. Other systems sometimes put too much information into a single complex view, with the result that though information may be present, it is harder to discern and is much less flexible from the analyst's viewpoint. Our approach hinges on multiple, easy-to-understand views with simple, clear interactions. In creating the visualizations we leveraged well-known representations from the field of information visualization and augmented them with interactive operations useful for showing connections between entities.
Jigsaw provides four main contributions to the growing area of visual analytics for investigative analysis:
• A suite of interconnected, cooperating, interactive visualizations that present multiple perspectives on a document collection and, in particular, connections between entities across the collection.
• Advocacy and illustration of the value of large pixel space approaches to investigative analysis where multiple computer displays enable richer portrayals of the documents and data being examined.
• A fundamentally simple user interaction model in views (single-click is select and double-click is expand/collapse) in order to make the system less complex for analysts to use.
• Synthesis of all these capabilities into a working system that has already exhibited investigative value and that holds potential for further use by professional analysts.
